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ABSTRACT
This report describes the field testing of the second
of five beam-slab bridges included in an investigation of lateral
distribution of load in prestressed concrete box girder bridgesg
The test structure consisted of four hollow prestressed concrete
box girders, which were 48 inches wide by 39 inches deep, a com-
posite reinforced concrete cast-in-place slab, and cast-in-place
curbs and parapets 0 The spacing of the girders was 8 feet 9-3/8
inches, and the simply-supported test span was 65 feet 3 inches 0
Three cross-sections were gaged for the measurement of surface
strains and deflections, and all data was collected through use
of continuous recording equipment 0 The load was supplied by a
truck loaded to simulate the.AASHO HS20-44 design vehicleo The
loading condi'tions consisted of either static runs with the truck
parked on the bridge, or crawl runs with the truck traveling a-
cross the bridge at 2 to 3 mph 0
The principal objectives were to develop information on
lateral distribution of vehicle loads to the girders~ and to com~
pare the structural response at different cross-sections 0 In ad~
dition, the effect of girder s pacing was to be studied by .compar-
ing the test results from this bridge with the results from the
pitot study bridge 0 Distribution factors and the ratios of ex-
perimental moment to design moment were compared at the different
ABSTRACT
This report describes the field testing of the second
of five beam-slab bridges included in an investigation of lateral
distribution of load in prestressed concrete box girder bridges 0
The test structure consisted of four hollow prestressed concrete
box girders, which were 48 inches wide by 39 inches deep, a com-
posite reinforced concrete cast-in-place slab, and cast-in-place
curbs and parapets 0 The spacing of the girders was 8 feet 9-3/8
inches, and the simply-supported test span was 65 feet 3 inches 0
Three cross-sections were gaged for the measurement of surface
strains and deflections, and all data was collected through use
of continuou.s recording equipmen't 0 The load was supplied by a
truck loaded to simulate the AASHO H820-44 design vehicle 0 TI'1e
loading condi'tions consisted of ei.ther static ru~ns with the truck
parked on the bridge, or crawl runs with the truck traveling a-
cross the bridge at 2 to 3 mph 0
The principal objectives were to develop information on
lateral distribution of vehicle loads to the girders, and to com-
pare the structural response at different cross-sections 0 In ad-
dition, the effect of girder spacing was to be studied .by ,compar-
ing the test results from this bridge with the results from the
pitot study bridge 0 Distribution factors and the ratios of ex-
perimental moment to design moment were compared at the different
cross-sections of the test bridge and with similar results from
the pilot study bridge 0
On this bridge the distribution factors did not vary
significantly between cross-sections 0 This was also true of
the ratios of experimental moment to design momento The dis-
tribution factor used to design the interior girders was found
to be greater than the measured values, while the design factor
for the exterior girders was less than the measured valueso A
comparison of' results from this bridge and the pilot study bridge
showed that ratios between design and experimental moment were
about the same for interior girders but varied considerably for
exterior girders, indicating the effect of the different girder
spacings.
10 INTRODUCTION
101 Background
Over the past few years, the Pennsylvania Department
of Highways has been building bridges utilizing the prestressed
concrete box girderD Initially, the box girders were placed ad-
jacent to each other, with lateral post-tensioning and shear keys
designed to provide lateral interactione A wearing surface, ap-
plied directly to the top of the girders, served as the decko
Later this design was changed by placing a cast-in-place rein-
forced concrete slab on top of the girders& The lateral load was
transferred by the slab, which acted cOlupositely with the girders,
thereby eliminating the need for lateral prestressing and shear
keys 0 More recently, prestressed concrete box girder bridges have
been constructed with the girders equally spaced and spread aparto.
The girders are constructed to act compositely with the slab as
T-beams~
Currently, prestressed concrete bridges are designed in
Pennsylvania according to provisions set forth in the Pennsylvania
Department of Highways Bridge Division Standards ST-200 through
ST-208013 In these standards, a live load distribution factor of
8/505 is used for the interior girders of spread box girder bridges}
where S is the average girder spacingo For exterior girders, the
slab is assumed to act as a simple span between girders in trans-
mitting wheel loads laterally. These live load distribution fac-
tors were patterned after distribution factors listed for other
types of members covered in the AASHO Specificationso l
In JUly 1964, an investigation was initiated by the
Department of Civil Engineering at Lehigh University, with the
assistance of the Pennsylvania Department of Highways and the U·08o
Bureau of Public Roads, on lateral distribution of live loads in
prestressed concrete spread box girder bridges. The purpose of
this investigation was to evaluate the current design provisions,
and to develop a new procedure for live load distribution that
more nearly represents the actual behavior of the structure 0
During the summer of 1964, a pilot study was conducted
on an existing bridge near Drehersville, Pennsylvania 0 The re-
sults of this field study are presented in two Fritz Engineering
Laboratory Progress Reports. Fritz Laboratory Report Noo 315011
treats the response of the structure to static loads, whereas re-
port Noo 3lSo27 covers the behavior of the structure under dynamic
loadse In addition to the development of information on struc-
tural response, the purposes of the pilot study were to gain test-
ing experience, and to determine which data would be most bene-
ficial to obtain from additional field tests conducted during the
summer of 1965. Consequently, many different types of runs and
gage lo~ations were tried~ The following results and conclusions
-2-
from the pilot study proved useful in the planning of the 1965
testso
10 The lIse of superposi·tion :111 combining
data obtained from gaging one-half of
the cross-section yielded results nearly
identical to values obtained frOITl gaging
the entire cross-sectiono
20 At least four strain gages should be
applied to the face of a girder in or~
der to accurately establish the location
of the neutral axiso
3 0 For crawl runs, the superimposing of
the results of single-truck runs to
determine the effects of two~truck load~
ing conditions is a· valid procedureQ
40 Large strains appeared at the top of
the parapeto
50 Distribution coefficients for dynamic-
run loading conditions were nearly the
same as for crawl-run loading conditions 0
Three bridges were tested during the summer of 19650
-3-
The bridges were located near the Pennsylvania towns of Berwick,
Brookville, and White Haven~ All three bridges had wider beam
spacings than the pilot study bridge 0 Information was desired
on the effect of beam widths, and on variations of responses be-
tween bridges of different skewo All three bridges had nearly
the same span, roadway width, and beam spacingo The only signif-
icant difference between the Berwick Bridge and the White Haven
Bridge was that the beam widths were 4 feet and 3 feet, respec-
tively. The Berwick Bridge and the Brookville Bridge, having
nearly the same section properties, differ only in that the Brook-
o 0'
ville Bridge is skewed 45 , whereas the Berwick Bridge has a 90
skew. Therefore, the Berwick Bridge, which was an ideal bridge
for testing, will serve as a standard for comparison 0
The responsibilities of data reduction and report writ-
ing for the 1965 field tests have been divided between the Bureau
of Public Roads and Lehigh Universityo The Bureau of Public Roads
is developing information on the dynamic phase of the three bridge
tests, whereas Lehigh University is responsible for the analysis
of static load phase 0
Field testing was conducted with the Bureau of Public
Roads field test unit, consisting of a loading truck and moni-
taring equipment" Since the superposition principle was shown
to be valid in the pilot study, only one truck was used in the
1965 tests. On the Berwick Bridge, test runs were made by
-4-
driving the truck at crawl speed along each one of several lanes,
equally spaced across the width of the deck. The cente~line of
each· of these lanes corresponds either to the centerline of a
girder or to a line midway between girder centerlines. In addi-
tion, data was taken while the truck was positioned statically at
different longitudinal locations in each test lane. Dynamic and
impact runs were conducted for the Bureau of Public Roads portion
of the field study. Data was obtained in two series. For Series
I, the lateral section located to measure maximum moment response
was gaged. The second test series was conducted with two sections
gaged, the first at the span quarter-point, and the second at a
section where a vertical gap existed in the parapet.
The principal objectives. of this report were to deter-
mine and compare the live load strains, moments, and distribution
factors of the three test sections. Other comparisons between
sections were made for ratios of experimentally determined bend-
ing moments to design moments, girder deflections, girder rota-
tions, and effective widths. Diaphragm strains were also studied.
Only results due to static or crawl loading conditions have been
covered in this report. The analysis of some of the dynamic load
No attempt was made to -develop a distribution factor on
the experimental findings of this one bridge. The data collected,
-5-
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and the resulting analysis, will provide some basis for a possi-
ble revision of the method of distributing live load in bridges
of the spread box-beam type.
1.2 Previous Research
Numerous field studies have been conducted on I-beam
bridges 0 Most of the bridges tested were constructed of con-
crete slabs supported with steel I-shaped sections, except for a
few bridges constructed with prestressed concrete I-shaped sec-
tionso Relatively little testing has been done on box-beam
bridges.
Since the end of World War II, field testing procedures
have become more sophisticated, particularly in the areas of
bridge instrumentation and data recording. In 1945, Hindman and
Vandegrift8 tested a steel I-beam bridge in Ohio 0 The struc-
ture was loaded by an upward thrust of a hydraUlic jack applied
to one girder at a time, and distribution factors were determined
from measured deflectionso Foster6 tested a bridge in Michigan
in 1956, using SR-4 strain gages mounted on the main girder
flanges and using small oantilever beams to measure deflections 0
Static strains were recorded on a portable indicator, whereas
dynamic responses were permanently recorded on photo sensitive
oscillograph papero A test truck was used to simulate HS20-44
loading 0 Other steel I-beam bridge tests were conducted in Iowa
-6-
in 1956 by Holcomb,s and in Texas in 1957 by White and Purnello l9
Automatic strain recording equipment was used for both static and
dynamic strains in" Halcomb's tests, and dial gages were used to
measure deflections 0 White and Purnell located- SR-4 gages on the
girders to determine the neutral axis of the girderso
In recent years a few field tests have been conducted
on I-shaped prestressed concrete girder bridgeso One of the
bridges in the series of Iowa field tests reported by Hulsbos and
LingerlO,lE was constructed with five prestressed concrete girders 0
Crawl runs were used for the static loading conditiono Reilly,
Guardia, and Looney16 reported tests on a nine-girder prestressed
concrete span in Marylando
The Bureau of Public Roads field test equipment trailer,
which houses automatic recording equipment, was first used in 19530
RepoJ:lts by Kinnier and McKeel11 on tests in Virginia,., Prentzas14
on tests in Iowa, and Reil1y16 on tests in Maryland, are ,among the
reports of field studies using this equipment 0 More studies util-
izing the BPR equipment can be found in the tabulation by Varney
and Galambos1 7 of field tests conducted between 1949 and 19650
A thesis in 1966 by Reese15 is worthy of mention because
of its extensive annotated bibliography on lateral distribution of
load in bridges, although the material in the thesis does not di-
rectly apply to this report a
-7-
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In the current investigation at Lehigh University, field
test techniques were patterned after some of the bridge tests in
the Varney and Galambosl 7 tabulation, although the data reduction
methods were similar to the methods used in the report by Linger
12
and Hulsbos.
-8-
20 TESTING
2.1 Test Bridge
Field test plans for the summer of 1965 were to test
three bridges of the same general type as the pilot study bridge,
but with wider girder spacings. One bridge was to have 3-ft. box
girders with 90° skew, where skew is measured by the angle be-
tween the girder centerlines and the abutment faces. A second
bridge was to be similar to the first, but was to have 4-ft. box
girders. The third bridge was to be similar to either the first
or second, but to have a considerably different skew. In order
to compare the effects of beam width and of the skew, it was nec-
essary that other properties, such as span, roadway width, and
beam spacing be approximately the same for all three bridges.
Selection of the bridges was to be based on certain requirements.
Desired spans were 60 to 70 feet, which are typical of the box
girder bridges built in Pennsylvania. Straight roadway approaches
were desirable for dynamic runs. Superelevation and grade were to
be kept to a minimum. Other considerations in the bridge selec-
tion were availability of power supply, traffic conditions, exist-
ence of parking space for the instrument trailer, and feasibility
of moving the heavily loaded test truck to the bridge siteo
-9-
The bridge described in this report was selected as the
90° skew bridge constructed with 4-ft. box girders, although its
skew was actually 88°. The structure was located near Berwick,
Pennsylvania, and carried L.R. 40091 over the westbound lanes of
L.R. 1009, which is Interstate 800 This bridge will serve as the
standard of comparison in subsequent reports on a 3-ft. box girder
bridge (820 skew) near White Haven, Pennsylvania, and a 45° skew
bridge (4-ft. box girders) near Brookville, Pennsylvania 0
The bridge, illustrated in Figo 1, was almost ideal in
meeting the test st·ructure requirementso The center span, which
was the test span, had a length of 65 feet 3 inches, a grade of
2.8%, and no superelevationo Although a T-intersection and a
curve were located north and south of the bridge, respectively,
the approaches were long and straight enough to permit load ve-
hicle speeds up to 42 mph. Traffic conditions, parking space
for the trailer, and power supply posed no problems. This bridge
would have been the selection for the pilot study, had the ap~
proaches been completed at that timeo
The bridge cross-section, along with the girder desig-
nations, is shown in Fig. 2a Figure 3 is a photograph of the un-
derside of the bridge 0 Four identical girders, 39 inches deep and
48 inches wide, were spaced at 8 feet 9-3/8 inches, center-to-
center. Diaphragms cast monolithically with the slab were cast
-10-
between the girders at midspan and at the ends of the test span.
The midspan diaphragms, shown in Fig. 3, were 10 inches wide by
30 inches deep. The diaphragms at the north end of the span were
shallow diaphragms, 12 inches wide and 13-1/2 inches deepo The
south support had 12-in~ wide, full depth diaphragms between
Girders A and B and' between Girders C and D, and a 12-in. wide,
shallow diaphragm between interior Girders B and Co The slab,
which provided a 28-ft. roadway, was cast-in-place compositely
with the girders. The specified minimum thickness of the slab
was 7-1/2 inches 0 Measurements taken at the three test sections
showed only a slight variation from the 7-1/2 inches. A 33-ino
wide curb, and a IS-ine wide parapet, were cast monolithically
to form a safety curb 0 However, composite behavior was developed
between the slab and curb due to the rough joint and the vertical
reinforcement which extended from the slab into the curb 0 The
parapet was constructed with 1/2-ine wide vertical gaps at four
equally spaced positions along the span as shown in Figo 10 The
typical details of the bridge structure are given in the Pennsyl-
vania Department of Highway Bridge Division Standards for pre-
stressed concrete bridgeso 13
The girders were designed for AASHO HS20-44 loadinge
A distribution factor of S/50S = le597 was used for the interior
girder, as compared to the factor of 1~050 for the exterior girdero
-11-
2~2 Gage Sections and Locations
Three lateral cross-sections, designated as Sections L,
M, and N were selected for instrumentation 0 Their locations 'are
shown on the elevation view of the bridge, Figo 10 Since the
capacity of the BPR recording equipment was limited to 48 gages,
the tests were made in two serieso Section L and the midspan dia-
phragms were gaged in test Series I, while Sections M and N were
gaged in test Series 110 Section L was located 3055 feet north
of midspan, which was the location on the span where the maximum
moment occurred when the test vehicle was traveling north 0 Due
to significantly large strains, measured at the top of the parapet
of the pilot study bridge, it was decided to study the structureTs
behavior at a cross-section where the parapet was cuto Therefore,
Section M was located at the parapet gap, 3000 feet north of Sec~
tion Lo To check on variations of distribution percentages be~
tween sections near the midspan and sections nearer to the end
support, Section N was located at the north quarter-point of the
spano
Gages were located at Section L as shown in Figo 50
The typical arrangement of eight longitudinal gages on the girders
included three gages on each side and two gages on the bottom face
near the corners 0 Eight longitudinal gages were mounted on each
of Girders. A and Bo Two deflection gages, which will be called
-12-
deflectometers, were fastened to the bottoms of Girders A and B
as shown in Figo 4. A longitudinal gage and a deflectometer were
centered on the bottom of Girders C and D. Seven longitudinal
gages were mounted on the curb and parapeto Three longitudinal
and three transverse gages were applied to the bottom of the slab,
as shown in Fig. 5. Three longitudinal and two transverse gages
were applied to the top of the slab. . Six gages were mounted on
the diaphragms.
All of the gages at Section M were longitudinal gageso
As illustrated in Fig. 6, eight gages were mounted on Girders,A
and B with the typical arrangement. Check gages were centered on
the bottom faces of Girders C and Do Three gages were placed on
the curb.
Figure 7 shows the configuration of longitudinal gages
on Section N, which was the same as Section M, except for one gage
on top of the parapet. Deflectometers were attached to the girders
in the same arrangement as used at Section 10
203 Instrumentation
All of the strain gages were of the bonded wire SR-4
type, with 5-ino or 6-ino effective lengths 0 After careful selec-
tion with regard to soundness of concrete, the gage locations were
prepared for installation of gages by light sanding, cleaning with
-13-
acetone, and sealing with diluted SR-4 cement. The strain gages
were mounted with undiluted SR-4 cement after the initial coat
had cured, and gages exposed to direct contact by rain were water-
proofed.
The deflectometer, as shown in Fig. 4. was a liB-in.
thick flexible triangular aluminum plate, tapered from 1 inch to
4-3/8 inches in width over a 12-in. length. The plate was in-
strumented with four strain gages at the wider end to measure
flexural strains. The wide end of the aluminum plate was attached
to a bar which was clamped along the bottom surface of a girder,
whereas the apex of the plate was connected by a wire to a weight
which rested on the pavement surface below the deflectometero
The wire was adjusted to introduce an initial deflection in the
aluminum plate. Each deflectometer was calibrated so that a
change in flexural strain, occurring when the bridge deflected,
could be converted to deflectionso Girder rotations were measured
by using two deflectometers mounted 20 inches apart on the same
girder, as illustrated in Fig. 4.
Temperature compensation gages were located near each
active strain gage and deflectometer. Each active and temperature
compensating gage was connected to one of 48 channels of monitor-
ing equipment in the BPR trailer. These channels form Wheatstone
bridges, each composed of an active gage,' temperature compensating
-14-
gage, power supply, amplifier, oscillator, and galvanometer.
Three variable-speed recorders were used to measure the galvan-
ometer responses to changes in resistance of the active strain
gage. These responses were in the form of thin-+ine traces pro-
duced by beams of light on light-sensitive oscillograph paper.
2.4 Test Vehicles
A photograph of the Bureau of Public Roads Bridge Re-
search Test Vehicle used in this study is shown in Fig 0 8, along
with the wheel spacings and axle loads. The truck was a three-
axle Diesel tractor semi-trailer combination, which was loaded
with crushed stone to approximate the AASHO HS20-44 design ve-
hicle.
When the truck was loaded, the crushed stone was drip-
ping wet, but was considerably drier when the truck was unloaded
one week later. Consequently, the axle weights determined before
the tests were used for test Series I, which was conducted im-
mediately after the truck was loaded, while the axle weights de-
termined after the tests were used for test Series 110 Both
sets of axle loads are shown in Fig. 80
2GS Loading Lanes
The loading lanes were located so that the centerline
of the truck would correspond to the centerline of a girder or
-15-
to a line midway between girder centerlines. Figure 2 shows the
location of the five loading lanes. These lanes were marked on
the bridge deck with red plastic tape at a spacing of 52-11/16
inches.
2.6 Position Indicators
For crawl runs, three air hoses, which served as posi-
tion indicators, were placed on the bridge 'deck perpendicular to
the roadway centerline. The air hoses were located 50 feet north
and south of Section L, whereas the third hose was at Section Lo
When a truck wheel crossed an air hose, an event marker was trig-
gered, causing an abrupt offset of the' oscillograph trace which
rep~esented the indicators. From these offsets it was possible
to correlate longitudinal truck locations with the oscillograph
records.
207 Test Runs
The static phase of the Berwick Bridge tests consisted
of two types of tests, static and crawl speed. Table 1 lists the
test runs conducted for both Series I and II. Static tests were
conducted by taking a base reading with the structure unloaded,
and then taking a reading while the truck was parked on the struc-
ture~ For a crawl run, the truck was driven across the bridge at
an idling speed of 2 to 3 mph. A man walking in front of the truck
-16-
used hand signals to assist the driver of the truck in keeping
the truck centered on the load lane. Signals to start and stop
the recording equipment were given by means of an intercom from
the bridge deck to the instrument trailer. Usually, the record-
ing equipment for crawl runs was operated from the time the front
vehicle wheels approached the first position indicator hose until
the rear wheels crossed the third hose.
Test Series I consisted of twenty-five crawl and
twenty-five static runso Three northbound crawl runs were con-
ducted in each of the five lanes, compared to two southbound crawl
runs per lane. Northbound static tests were made in each lane,
with the drive wheels located 5 feet and 10 feet north of Section
1, as well as at Section 10 One set of northbound static readings
was taken with the rear wheels 5 feet north of Section Lo In the
only set of Series I southbound static readings taken, the drive
wheels of the truck were 10 feet south of Section L$
In Series II, three runs per lane were made in both the
north and south directions 0 All sets of static tests were south-
bound with the rear wheels 5 feet south of Section N, 5 feet and
10 feet south of Section M, an~ at Section Mo
Calibration readings were taken at the beginning of a
testing period, at the end of the period, and sometimes inter=>
mittently, depending on the length of the test periods
-17-
3. DATA REDUCTION AND EVALUATION
3.1 Oscillograph Trace Reading
Data reduction began with the correlation of trace
numbers, each of which represented a particular strain gage,
with traces on the test record. The correlation was achieved
by study~ng the relative position of trace breaks on the six-
teen active gage traces and one or two inactive reference traces
for each of the three oscillograph records from each test run.
An interpretation based on some physical characteristic, such as
line weight, was necessary where two oscillograph traces coin-
cided. A number was written on each trace, identifying it for
future use. The overall correlation procedure was termed edit-
i~G
With editing completed, calibration values were deter-
mined. During the field tests, calibration readings were taken
with the bridge unloaded by running the equipment, and then in-
troducing 100,000 ohm resistances into the Wheatstone bridge cir-
cuits in parallel with the active gages. The changes of response
due to the added resistances are the calibration values. These
values were scaled from the oscillograph traces with an accuracy
of 0001 inch 0 Generally, the calibration runs used were those
-18-
immediately preceding the test runs.
After editing the records and determining calibration
values, the traces of the actual test runs were read. To obtain
strains, two trace readings were necessary, (1) a no-load read-
ing at the left side of the record and (2) a reading with the
truck at a desired location on the bridge. Vehicle positions
were established by proportioning distances between axle offsets,
as related to known axle spacings and the distances between gage
sections.
3.2 Evaluation of Oscillograph Data
Calibration readings were trace responses due to known
resistance changes of the active gages. The ratios established
by the calibration readings were used to convert trace response
changes of actual test runs to resistance changes, which were in
turn proportional to change in strain. Trace readings were con-
verted to strains and deflections by a computer program, written
in,WIZ language for use with the GE225 computer. The program,
originally written for the Drehersville Bridge, required only the
changing of gage constants, such as gage resistance, gage factor,
lead cable length factor, operation attenuation, and calibration
attenuation. Other computer input consisted of calibration valu~s,
trace readings of test runs, and conversion factors for the de-
flectometers. The computer output, consisting of strains and
-19-
deflections, was listed on a prepared cross-section of the bridge
and was checked visually for sizeable errors.
Four strain gages were mounted on each side of the gird-
ers in order to pinpoint poor strain r~adings. After plotting the
strains from the four gages on the side of a girder, a straight
line was drawn through the strain points. If one of the strains
was grossly out of line with the other three, that strain was omit-
ted from the computer curve fit progr~m for determination of the
location of the neutral axis. If all four strains plotted in a
straight line, or if no three of the four strains were linear, four
strains were used in the curve-fit program. Therefore, the strain
plots were used in determining whether to use three or four strain
values in the computer program for ne~tral axes.
Oscillograph data on the Drehersville Bridge was evalu-
ated by the computer in four stages: neutral axes, interior gird-
ers, exter~or girders, and distribution percentages, For the
present study, the four Qomputer programs were combined into one.
Information, similar to the Drehersville Bridge, was printed out,
such as neutral aXis, effective slab and curb widths, moments of
inertia, moments divided by the modulus of elasticity, and distri-
bution percentages.
In the first stage of the computer program, neutral axes
were calculated by a curve-fit method based on the method of least
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squares. Input for a neutral axis calculation consisted of the
number of data points to be used, the strain for each gage point,
and the vertical location of the gage on the girder face. In ad-
dition to the neutral axis, the fiber strain at the bottom surface
of th~ girder was calculated from the equation of a straight line
titted to the data points by the computer.
In the second stage of the computer program, interior
girder moment coefficients were calCUlated, where moment coeffi-
cients are moments divided by the Modulus of Elasticity. Moment
coefficient calculations were begun by determining the effective
slab widths. To find effective slab widths, first moments were
summed about the averaged neutral axes, using the transformed sec-
tion principle. The slab width required to make the first moment
of the compression area equal to the first moment of the tension
area, was the transformed etfective width. Having established
the effective cross-section of the beam, the moments of inertia
about the principle axes were found and used in moment coefficient
calculations. In these calCUlations, full composite action was
assumed between the girders and slabt Variations in girder depth
and slab thickness were considered in the programe A more exten-
sive explanation of the girder moment coefficient calculations is
given in Frit~ Engineering Laboratory Report No. 315,1. 6
The calculation of moment coefficients for exterior gird-
er~ was similar to the calculations for interior girders. Full
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composite action was assumed between· the girder, slab, curb, and
parapet. If the effective slab width of the adjacent interior
girder exceeded 105-3/8 inches, which was the girder spacing, only
the portion of the slab width left above the exterior girder was
considered to be contributing to the exterior girder cross-section.
However, if the effective slab width of the adjacent interior gird-
er was less than 105-3/8 inches, the slab width fo~ the exterior
girder was considered to extend only to the point midway between
the girders.
In the fourth and final stage of the computer program,
distribution percentages were calculated. The d~stribution percent-
age for a girder is the moment coefficient of that girder divided
by the summation of moment coefficients of all four girders, while
the test truck is located at a particular position. Since only
Girders A and B were gaged, moment .coefficients for Girders C and
D were taken as values from Girders. A and B when the truck was lo-
cated in a symmetric lane on the opposite side of the bridge. For
instance, to determine distribution percentages in Lane 1, moment
coefficients for Girders A and B were used when the truck was in
Lane 1, whereas the moment coefficients for Girders C and D were
taken as identical to values from Girders A and ~ when the truck
was in Lane 5. In a similar manner, the results from vehicle runs
in Lanes 2 and 4 were combined to determine percentages for load-
ing in Lane 2.
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In the AASHO Specifications,l provisions for lateral dis-
tribution of load in bridges are expressed as distribution factorso
These factors are coefficients by which a line of wheel loads is
multiplied in computing the design moment for a girdero The AASHO
Specifications also specify that for design purposes the centerline
of a wheel or wheel group be placed 24 inches from the curb, or 24
inches from the centerline of the bridge for trucks in the opposite
traffic lane 0 When the BPR truck was in test Lane 1 or 5 of the
bridge, the center of the wheel group nearest to the curb was 10-
cated 25012 inches from the curb 0 If the truck was in Lane 2 or
4, the center of the wheel group nearest to the bridge centerline
was 15019 inches from the bridge centerline. Therefore, a very
close approximation of the AASHO design loading was produced when
the trucks were located either in Lanes l~and 4 or in Lanes 2 and
50 The experimental distribution factor for a girder was deter-
mined by adding the distribution percentage to the girder from
each truck and multiplying by two, since distribution factors are
given in terms of wheel loads rather than axle loadsc
As in past studies, efforts to determine a value for
effective modulus of elasticity, E, of concrete from empirical re-
lationships related to f~, or from stress-strain information re-
sulting from cylinder tests, were not too successfulo Reasons for
the lack of success in determining E by these methods are discussed
in Fritz Engineering Laboratory Report Noo 315Ql,6 and in two reports
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on bridges tested in California. 3 ,4 However, an effective value
of E can be determined by equating the sum of the moment coeffi-
cients mUltiplied by E, which is the internal resisting moment at
the cross-section, to the externally applied moment at the cross-
section, which can be directly calculated using principles of
statics. After E had been determined, the internal moments were
calculated for comparison with design moments.
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4. PRESENTATION OF TEST RESULTS
4.1 Distribution Coefficients
Distribution coefficients are presented in both tables-
and figures. Loading keys shown above each table and on most of
the graphs indicate the location and direction of the truck, and
the approximate location of test sections. On the graphs, the
straight lines connecting the resultant girder distribution co-
efficients represent load distribution when the truck is located
in the designated load lane.
Tables 2, 4, and 6 list crawl-run distribution coeffi-
cients for Sections L, M, and N, respectively. Static distribu-
tion coefficients for Sections L, M, and N are listed respectively
in Tables 3, 5, and 7. The values in'thesetables were used in
plotting the graphs.
Figures 9, 10, and 11 are plots of the crawl-run distri-
bution coefficients at each of the three test sections with the
truck traveling north. Lane locations of the truck are indicated
for each individual plot. Figures 16, 17, and 18 are graphs of
the corresponding southbound crawl-run distribution coefficients
at each of the three test sections. Since the static-run Desults
,were less consistent than the crawl-run results, plots of static
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run distribution coefficients are not shown. Comparisons of dis-
tribution coefficients at Sections L, M, and N are shown in Fig~o
12, 13, and 14 for northbound crawl runs. The section represented
by each plot is indicated in the upper right corner of each figure.
The distribution coefficient used for each section was the one
found with the truck positioned longitudinally for maximum moment
at that section. Southbound comparisons of distribution coeffi-
cients at Sections L, M, and.N are plotted in Figso 19, 20, and
21.
Figures 15 and 22 show comparisons of distribution co-
efficients of northbound and southbound runs respectively at Sec-
tions L, M, and N with two trucks superimposed. These values were
obtained by superimposing single truck crawl runs with the truck
located in Lanes 1 and 4. Again, the section corresponding to
ea9h plot is identified in the upper right corner of the figure.
4.2 Distribution Factors
Distribution factors were determined as explained in
Section 302, using the larger value obtained by considering the
trucks in Lanes 1 and 4 or Lanes 2 and 50 The static and crawl
run distribution factors at Section L for both the interior and
exterior girders are tabulated in Table 8 for various truck po-
sitions in each direction, as indicated. Likewise, distribution
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factors for Sections M and N are presented in Tables 9 and 10.
Northbound crawl-run distribution factors at different sections,
along with the present PDH design value, are compared in Table 11.
403 Moment Coefficients
In order to study the magnitude of moment coefficients
as well as distribution, Tables 12 through 21 are tabulations of
moment coefficients 0 Tables 12, 14, and 16 are composed of moment
coefficients from crawl runs for the three test sections. Tables
13, 15, and 17 are tabulations of the static-run moment coeffi-
cients for the three sections 0 Each set of moment coefficients
is headed by a loading key and the value of the total theoretical
moment for the four girders. The experimental modulus of elas-
ticity value shown with each lane was determined by dividing the
summation of moment coefficients into the total theoretical mo-
mento
The larger interior and exterior girder moment coeffi-
cients for superimposed loads from two trucks are tabulated in
Tables 18, 19, and 20 for Sections L, M, and N, respectively 0
Loading diagrams show the position and direction of travel of the
truckQ Table 21 is a comparison of the superimposed moment coeffi-
cients for the three sections 0
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4.4 Design and Experimental Live Load Moments
In Tables 22 and 23 design and experimental live load
moments are compared for exterior and interior girders, respec-
tively. At the three test sections, the design moments resul'ting
from various truck locations were calculated by taking one-half
the corresponding total theoretical moments and multiplying by
8/5.5 where 8 is the girder spacing. The total theoretical mo-
ments were divided by two since the distribution factor is ap-
plied to wheel loads instead of axle loadso Experimental moments
were determined by multiplying crawl-run moment coefficients by
corresponding experimental E values, both having been taken from
Tables 12, 14, or 16, and superimposing the reSUlting moments
with the truck in Lanes 1 and 4 or Lanes 2 and 50 In the last
column, ratios are given of experimental live load moment divided
by design live load moment.
4.5 Maximum Strains
The cross-section of the bridge superstructure at Sec,-
tion M is somewhat different from that of Section L, due to the
gap in the parapet. 8ince the two sections are only three feet
apart and have nearly the same maximum moment, the magnitudes of
strains in the bottom fibers of the girders at these sections were
studied~ Table 24 lists the average strains on the bottom surface
of girders for both Sections Land M with one truck on the bridgea
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Table 25 shows superimposed results having two trucks on the bridge 0
4.6 Girder Deflections and Rotations
Only Sections Land N were gaged for deflections and ro-
tations. Values resulting from crawl runs are shown in Tables 26
and 27.
4.7 Transformed Effective Slab Widths
Tables 28 through 30 are lists of transformed effective
slab width values which are averages of the two or three similar
test runs conducted. The' effective slab width of 95.69 inches,
often appearing in tables for exterior girders is the maximum slab
width available. The governing design effective slab width for
interior girders according to the AASHO Specifications,l is the
girder spacing which is 105-3/8 inches 0
4.8 Diaphragm Strains
In the first series of tests when Section L was gaged,
six gages were placed on the diaphragmso These strains are listed
in Table 31. A diagram of the bridge cross-section shows the lo-
cation of the strain gages and identifies them by number. Strains
are listed with the truck in each loading lane at positions shown
by the loading ,diagram key. Superimposed strains are given with
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trucks in Lanes 1 and 4 or Lanes 2 and 50 The strains given for
each single lane loading are averages of all truck crawl runs made
in that lane 0 In the table, tensile strains are positive ano com-
pressive strains are negative.
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5. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
5.1 Experimental Strains and Neutral Axes
Plots of strains along the side faces of girders usu-
ally showed a linear relationship. Parapet and curb strains also
plotted linearly with the strains from the underlying exterior
girders, indicating full composite action between the girder,
slab, curb, and parapet. The use of four strain gages per gird-
er side, instead of three, proved to be a worthwhile change in
instrumentation. Poor strain readings were often pinpointed when
only three of the four strain readings were linearo
As was found in the previous study of the Drehersville
Bridge,S the neutral axes of the girders were sometimes inclined.
Specifically, the neutral axes in exterior girders were inclined
for any lane position of the truck, while inclinations of interior
girder neutral axes occurred when the truck was on the side of the
bridge opposite the girdere As expected, the neutral axes of the
interior girders were horizontal when the truck was centered over
the girderso Variations also occurred between the vertical loca-
tions of the neutral axes with respect to the bottom girder face.
This distance was greatest when the truck was positioned directly,
above the girder, and diminished as the truck was shifted to other
lanes.
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5.2 Distribution Coefficients
In general, the crawl-run results were used for compar-
isons in this report, since they seem to be more reliable. One
reason for the increased reliability of the crawl-run results is
that I usually three crawl runs were made compared to only one
static run for each location. Also, in some static runs, the
truck location was at a considerable distance from the test sec-
tion, thus yielding smaller strains which magnified any inaccu-
racy. For example, the southbound run (Table 3) was one of the
last sets of runs in the first test series, and the response of
some of the strain gages was erratic. The southbound crawl runs
at Section L were also made when some of the gages were not func-
tioning properly. Usually, fair agreement existed between static
and crawl run distribution coefficients at a section when the
truck was near the location where it produced maximum moment at
that section.
Comparisons of distribution coefficients at a section
with the truck in different test lanes indicated expected re-
sults as shown in Figs. 9 through 11 and in Figso 16 through 19.
Girder A takes the largest share of the load when the truck is
in Lane 1, but when the truck changes to interior test lanes,
some of the load is shifted from Girder A to the other girderso
Some difficulty is encountered when observing trends
of distribution coefficient variations at different sections
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while the truck is at the same location, since variations of dis-
tribution coefficients between individual runs were sometimes as
great as variations of distribution coefficients between sections 0
However, definite trends in variations of distribution coefficients
between sections can be recognized when comparing distribution co-
efficients from maximum moments at each section, without regard to
truck position. When the truck was northbound, distribution coeffi-
cients at Section M were smaller than those at Section L for Girder
A and larger than Section L coefficients for Girder B. The varia-
tions of distribution coefficients between Sections Land M for
southbound runs do not agree with results of northbound runs but
as mentioned above, the accuracy of southbound crawl-run results
at Section L is less than that for northbound valueo A comparison
between Section N and Section L shows that distribution coefficients
are less at Section N than at Section L for Girder A, and more at
Section N than at Section L for Girder B~ with the exception that
when the truck is in Lane 1, both Girders have larger values at
Section No Usually, Section N values are smaller for Girder A and
larger for Girder B than like values at Section Mo Therefore, more
change occurs in distribution coefficients between Sections Land
N than between Sections Land M, which is indicated in Figs 0 12
through 14 and Figso 19 through 210 In most cases, the deviation
of Section M values from Section L values is hardly significant~
except when the truck is in Lane 10 When two trucks are superim-
posed in Lanes 1 and 4, the results as shown in Figs 0 15 and 22
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do not vary significantly at any of the three sections.
503 Distribution Factors
The distribution factors at all three test sections
appear to be in about the same range as shown in Tables 8 through
10. Again, two of the static runs at Section L deviate to some
extent, but each are the result of only one test run, and the re-
liability is less. The most significant distribution factors are
the ones at Sections 1 and M with the truck drive wheels located
at Sections L or M, yielding maximum moments 0
Table 11 shows a comparison of distribution factors for
northbound crawl runs. The experimental factors for exterior gird-
ers range between 10109 and 10178, which correspond to the AASHO
and PDH design value of 10050. For interior girders the experimental
distribution factors range between 1.036 and 1.110 or as sometimes
stated, 8/8.48 to 8/7.91. The PDH design value for interior gird-
ers is 10597 or 8/5050 Therefore, the interior girder design value
is substantially greater than the experimental value, whereas the
design value for exterior girders is slightly less than the experi-
mental value.
By comparing results of the Drehersville Bridge and Ber-
wick Bridge, an indication of the effect of girder spacing can be
obtained. Section L distribution factors will be compared to the
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t! .
Drehersville Bridge distribution factors since they correspond to
the section where maximum moment is produced 0 For exterior gird-
ers, the Berwick Bridge had an experimental value of 1.178 compared
to a design value of 1.050 whereas the Drehersville Bridge values
were 1014 experimentally compared to 0.81 for designo The Berwick
Bridge had an experimental value of 1.036 and a design value of
1.597 for interior girders, compared to an experimental value of
0088 and a design value of 1.30 for the Drehersville Bridge.
The ratios of experimental distribution factors over
design distribution factors for exterior girders are 1.12 for the
Berwick Bridge and 10416 for the Drehersville Bridge. The corre-
sponding ratios for interior girders are 08648 for the Berwick
Bridge and 00677 for the Drehersville Bridge 0 Therefore, the
ratios between experimental and design distribution factors appear
to be about the same for interior girders when comparing a bridge
with close girder spacing to one with wide girder spacing, but
there appears to be a significant difference in ratios for ex-
terior girderso At first glance, it appears that the distribution
factor is inadequate for the exterior girder in both caseso How-
ever, with the reserve strength contributed by the curbs and para-
pets, the maximum stresses in the girder were by no means propor-
tioned to the additional load carried by the girder~
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504 Moment Coefficients
During the Drehersville Bridge test, one static run was
conducted, and the resulting summation of moment coefficients was
larger than the summation of the crawl-run results. Consequently,
static runs were conducted on the Berwick Bridge study, with the
result that in most cases, the total of the moment coefficients
for a static test run was no larger than the summation of moment
coefficients for a crawl run.
When the actual values of moment coefficients of super-
imposed loads were compared, as shown in Tables 18 through, 20, the
static values for exterior girders of Sections Land M were slight-
ly larger than the crawl-run values. On the other hand, the in-
terior girders of Sections Land M have larger moment coefficients
f~om the crawl runs. At Section N, crawl runs produce the larger
moment coefficients for both interior and exterior girders 0 There
is very little difference between the moment coefficient values
for interior and exterior girders at Section N, and the like values
at Sections Land Mo
Table 21 lists the maximum superimposed moment coeffi-
cients for each section, and show Section L values as the most
critical. However, maximum strains in the girders may be larger
at Section M, due to the lack of a parapeto
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505 Modulus of Elasticity
The experimental modulus of elasticity values were ob-
tained by dividing the summations of moment coefficients into to-
tal moments~ The resulting values were consistently higher than
values developed from the ACE Code2 expression for E. Several
c
possible reasons for the discrepancy are given in Chapter 5 of
Fritz Engineering Laboratory Report N~o 315.1. 6
The experimental E values are shown in Tables 12 through
170 Many E values shown in Table 13 are obviously high when com-
pared with the E values listed in the other five tables 0 These
higher E values represent results from the same truck runs that
produced the less reliable values of distribution and moment co-
efficients. Therefore, the discussion of E values is based on
the results listed in the other five tables. The average E for
crawl-runs at Section L was 7330 ksi. At Section M, the E for
crawl runs was 7400 ksi and the E for static runs was 6880 ksio
Values of E at Sectibn N for crawl and static runs were 7230 ksi
and 7190 ksi, respectively 0 These E values are reasonably close
to the average E value of 6806.2 ksi from,the Drehersville.Bridge.
The values of E from both the Drehersville and the Berwick Bridges
are in agreement with values found in bthe~ research. 3 ,4
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5.6 Comparison of Design and Experimental Live Load Moments
A comparison of the design and experimental moments at
the different sections. is shown in Tables 22 and 23. The descrip-
tion of the calculation of the various values in the tables are
given in Chapter 4.
In Table 22, the ratio of experimental moment to design
moment for the exterior girder is about the same at all three sec-
tions. At Section L, where maximum moment occurs, the experimen-
tal/design ratio is 1.121. Although the ratio is greater than 1,.0,
the girder may not be under-designed since the strength contribu-
tion by the curb and parapet was not considered in the exterior
girder design. At Section M, where the maximum moment is almost
as the maximum· moment/at Section L, the experimental/design ratio
is 10073, reflecting the influence of the gap in the parapet at
that section.
For interior girders, the experimental/design. ratios as
listed in Table 23 are consistent for all three sections, and the
values, all of which are between 0.65 and 0.70, indicate that the
interior girder is over-designed 0
The experimental/design ratio at Section L of 1.121 for
the exterior girder corresponds to the Drehersville Bridge ~atio
of IJ416G For interior girders the ratios are 00648 and 0.677
for the Berwick and Drehersville Bridges, respectively. These
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same ratios.were obtained through distribution factors in Section
5~3 of this report, and their significance has already been dis-
cussed.
507 Maximum Strains
Due to the gap in the parapet, the cross-section at Sec-
tion M differs from that at Section L, while the maximum moments
produced at the two sections are about the same. Therefore, the
strains at the two sections have been compared in an effort to de-
termine which is the more critical section. In Table 24, the more
critical strain values were slightly larger in, Section M. . Results
due to superimposing. two trucks are presented ~n Table 25. Again,
the Section M strains were slightly larger than' Section L strains.
Therefore, if the effect of the parapet is to be considered i~ re-
vised design procedure, the cross-sections at the parapet gaps
should be given consideration.
508 . Girder Deflections and Rotations
The girder deflections were very small, but of the mag-
nitude expected. These deflections were slightly larger than
those of the Drehersville Bridge, primarily due to the longer
spano A direct comparison of girder deflections does not yield
satisfactory distribution coefficients, and no attempt has been
made to develop a more involved method of correlation between lat-
eral deflection distribution and distribution coefficients.
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Little can be said about the measured girder rotations
except that their rotation directions were as expected. The pri-
mary reason for measuring rotations was to provide information for
comparison with the results of future analytical work.
509 Transformed Effective Slab Widths
Tables 28 through 30 list transformed effective slab
widths. These values should be considered with some ~eservations
since there is some variability. This variability is primarily due
to the sensitivity of the computed transformed effective slab width
to small changes in neutral axis location. Many of the transformed
effective slab widths were computed to be less than the center-to-
center spacing of the girders. This was expected since the effec-
tive Modulus of Elasticity of the slab concrete was undoubtedly
less than that of the girders.
5010 Diaphragm Strains
A comparison of Tables 25 and 31 indicates that some of
the strains occurring in the diaphragms are of comparable magni-
tude to other experimentally measured strains in the bridge. The
la$t two lines of Table 31 show diaphragm strains when the two
trucks have been superimposed in either Lanes 1 and 4 or Lanes 2
and 5~ It appears that the more critical strains in the dia-
phragms exist when only one truck is on the bridge. Since the
"diaphragm strains reverse signs when the truck is on the opposite
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side of the bridge, the diaphragm strains have a canceling effect
when two trucks are superimposed lat~rally adjacent on the bridge.
A more detailed study on the effect of midspan diaphragms
on lateral distribution of live load in spread box girder bridges
is currently in progress. The results, will be given in a future
report.
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6 • SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
6.1 Summary
The overall purpose of this investigation is to evalu-
ate current design procedures for the lateral distribution of live
load in spread box-beam bridges, and to develop a new procedure
which more nearly represents the actual behavior of the structure.
For the experimental part of the investigation, five bridges have
been field tested, primarily to experimentally determine the lat-
eral distribution of load on this type of bridge. The first
b~idge, tested during the summer of 1964, was a pilot study bridge.
The bridge discussed in this report was one of three bridges test-
ed during the summer of 1965. The objective& were to show the
effect of wide girder spacing as compared to the close girder spac-
ing of the pilot study bridge, and to-compare the overall struc-
tures behavior of the two bridges. In addition, this bridge was
to serve as the standard of comparison for the other two bridges
tested in 1965, in determining the influence -of girder width and
bridge skew on lateral load distribution.
The.test structure was an existing bridge located near
Berwick, Pennsylvania. The bridge consisted of four precast pre-
stressed concrete box girders and a composite cast-in-place rein-
forced concrete slab, along with reinforced concrete curbs and
parapetsg Two test series were conducted. In the first se~ies,
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the cross-section was gaged at the location where maximum moment
occurred with the test truck traveling north. The diaphragms were
also gaged in the first test series. In the second series, two
cross-sections were gaged, the first at the location of a gap in
the parapet, and the second at the north quarter ,point of the span.
At all three sections, only one-half of the bridge cross-section
was gaged. The load vehicle was a truck loaded with crushed stone
to approximate the AASHO H820-44 design vehicle, Two loading con-
ditions were incorporated in the tests: (1) with the truck cross-
ing the bridge at a crawl speed of 2 to 3 mph, and (2) with the
truck parked at various positions on the bridge. Strain and de-
flection measurements were recorded with continuous strain record-
ing equipment supplied by the Uo So Bureau of Public Roads.
The data recorded in the field was reduced to strains
and deflectionso From the strains, experimental distribution co-
efficients, distribution factors, effective moduli of elasticity,
and effective slab widths were determinedq Distribution factors,
moment coefficients, ratios of experimental moments to design mo-
ments, and strains at the three test sections were compared.
Diaphragm strains were correlated with girder rotations.
602 Conclusions
In addition to conclusions already established from the
pilot study, the following conclusions were made based on the field
test measurements of the Berwick Bridge~
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1. When two trucks were superimposed to ~imu­
late the AASHO-loading condition, thepe was
little variation in the distribution coeffi-
cients (Tables 2-7) at any of the three s~c­
tions. Consequently, the distribution factors
(Table 8-10) did not vary signifioantly.
2. The ratios between'experimental and design
distribution factors (Table 11) and moments
appeared to be ~bout the same for interior
girders when a bridge with closely spaced
girders was compared to one with widely
spaced girders. On the other hand, the
ratios varied considerably for exterior
girders, with the closely spaced girder
yielding larger values. These ratios did
not vary appreciably between cross-sections
in the same bridge.
3. For interior girders, the experimental dis-
tribution factor (Table 11) was considerably
less than the PDH design distribution factor,
while for exterior girders, the experimental
values were greater than the design values.
4. The experimentally determined distribution
factors indicate the possible desirability
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of including the effects of curbs and para-
pets in future design procedures.
5. The loading condition having one. truck on
the bridge produces more critical strains
in the diaphragms than when two trucks are
on the bridge. Some of the diaphragm strains
were as large as flexural strains in the gird-
~rs. There appeared to be a definite correla-
tion between diaphragm strains and girder ro-
tations.
6. The use of four strain gages per girder side,
instead of three, proved to be a worthwhile
change in instrumentation.
7. Tables listing the transformed effective
widths indicated that for this structure, the
center-to-center spacing of girders is a
reasonably accurate estimate of the effec-
tive slab width.
8. The results from static load tests were in
reasonable agreement with the results from
the crawl runs of the load vehicle. However,
the crawl runs yielded the most consistent
data.
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8. TABLES
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Table 1 Listing of, Test Runs
Direction Type Lanes Number
Series I
North Crawl 1 through 5 15'#'(
South Crawl 1 through 5 10+
North 'Static, drive wh~el 1 through 5 5at Sec. L
North Static, drive wheel 1 through 5 55 ft north of Sec. L
North Static, drive wheel ,1 through 5 510 ft north of Sec. L
North Static, rear wheel ,1 through 5. ~
'.5 ft north of Sec.- L
South Static, drive wheel 1 through 5 510 ft south of Sec. L
50
Series II
North Crawl 1 through 5, 15'l'(
South Crawl 1 through 5 15~'(
South -Static, rear wheel 1 thro'ug,h 5 59ft south of Sec. N
South Static, rear wheel ,,1 through 5 5at Seq. M
, South Static, rear wheel ,1 through 5 55 tt south of Sec. M
South Static, rear wheel 1 through 5 510 ft so~th of Sec. M
50
~'( Three runs per lane
+ Two runs' per lane
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Table 2 Distribution Coefficients at Section L for Crawl-Run Loading
DISTRIBUTION COEFFICIENT = '-Moment Coefficient ( )~ Moment Coefficients 100
A B
GIRDER
c D A
GIRDER
B c D
I
Ln
a
I I ~ Northo -
o A
L
Lane l
Lane 2
Lane 3
43.82
33.00
21.12
30.95
31.06
29.00
15.02
20.85
28.88
10.21
15.09
21.12
41.83
32.38
22.18
27.80
33.34
27.82
14.62
19.26
27 • 82-
15.75
15.02
22.18
Table 3 Distribution Coefficients at Section L for Static Loading
DISTRIBUTION COEFFICIEN~ = Moment Coefficient~ Moment Coefficients (100)
GIRDER GIRDER
A B c D A B C D
o
I IC!Ca North -0 16
0- ~ ~51
I id:Cd Northo
0- LI,f'\' I Do~
10 ~ North
o ~ ~. ~ 7/-::-
J
Ln
j-J
I
Lane 1
Lane 2
Lane 3
45.39
30.99
19.98
29.76
33.01
30.02
13.85
19.80
30.02
11.00
16.20
19.98
44.05
29.57
22.75
28.46
27.81
27.25
15.59
20.80
27.25
11.90
21.82
22.75
Lane 1
Lane 2
Lane 3
46.52
25.10
18.51
26.33
24.67
31.49
16.37
22.02
31.49
10.78
28.21
18.51
45.94
29.57
24.17
32.25
27.06
25.83
14.15
19.92
25.83
7.66
23.45
24.17
22.89
16.47
31.29
20.46
23.40
18.71
33.95
39.73
31.29
~hQ5 jo
o I.~I\L ~~
22.70
20.40
lB.7l
Lane 1
Lane 2
Lan-e 3
Table 4 Distribution Coefficients at Section M for Crawl-Run Loading
DISTRIBUTION COEFFICIENT
GIRDER
- Moment Coeff~cient (lOO)
GIRDER
A B c D A B c D
'0 ~NQrtb_
0.----- ~~L+-I~+---~~N~~
..iOUthtQ-l-5j QI
o II ~
LM N
I0 ~North~
0 h
I LM N
U1
!\.)
I
Lane 1 42.62 31.46 14.66· 11.26
Lane 2 29.76 35.28 21.41 13.55
Lane 3 19.52 30.48 30.48 19.52
_s,out:h:tQ-l-5j I
,Q I ~0
LM N
Lane 1 46.63 27.86 13.85 ·11.66
Lane 2 33.76 32.79 18.99 14.46
Lane 3 22.80 27.20 27.20 22.80
41.84
30.98
2l.59
38.54
31.13
22.90
30.43
31.07
28.41
30.84
31.42
27.10
16.31
22.98
28.41
17.01
22.09
27.10
11.42
14.97
21.59
13.61
15.36
22.90
Table 5 Distribution Coefficients at Section M for- Static Loading
DISTRIBUTION COEFFICIENT
GIRDER
= ~ornent Coe!~~c~ent (100)
GIRDER
A B c D A B c D
I
Ln
l,.J
I
~outh~ ~
o 1: 't~l-
L ~ ~5' ~
~QlltbW)J . I
[1 ~ I ~
M
. Lane 1
Lane 2
Lane 3
43.51
33.29
23.78
29.56
30.16
26.22
15.18
20.37
26.22
11.75
16.18
23.78
45.18
28.95
23.,26
31.55
34.43
2-6.74
12.84
21.27
26.74
10.43
15.35
23.26
r:::u I~ou7777~th¥=iY j t~5~ 6 ~outh~ I777~)J () II1.~,iM ~~~
Lane 1
Lane 2
Lane 3
44.72
32.35
24.-62
28.28
29.60
25.38
14.80
20.86
25.38
12.20
17.19
2-4.62
43.88
33.49
25.95
26.26
25.09
24.05
15.47
22.83
24.05
14.39
18.59
25.95
Table 6 Distribution Coefficients at Section N for Crawl-Run Loading
DISTRIBUTION COEFFICIENT
GIRDER
- Moment Coe~~~c~ent (100)
GIRDER
A B C D A B C D
J
Ln
~
I
'0 ta£:dNortn..
a L M N n
10 ~Nort~
a . ~ 1M N
Lane 1 41.75 32.20 15.68 10.37 45.12 34.82 l2.49 7-.57
Lane 2 30.02 34.49 21.81 13.68 26.99 40.98 20.66 11.37
Lane 3 20.24 29.76 29.76 20.24 16.65 33.35 33.35 16.65
=4
S0UtllQl)j I ,..sOUIDl(}"15j IP0 I ~ a II Q :6.LM N L M N
Lane 1 40.92 31.80 15.81 11.47 43.89 33.67 11.42 11.02
Lane 2 31.21 33.59 22.28 12.92 27.16 40.35 20.78 11.71
Lane 3 20.89 29.11 29.11 20.89 16.63 33.37 33.37 16.63
Table 7 Distribution Coefficients at Section N for Static Loading
DISTRI,BUTIONCOEFFICIENT = Moment Coefficient~ Moment Coefficients (100)
A
GIRDER
B c D A
GIRDER
B c D
W I"ollth ~)J ( )777~ I .f.:M ~ h
~
~uth rOJt IY (J I~out~ I()
a LI~ ~51 h
1
Ln
Ln
1
Lane 1 42.22 32.52 14.59 10.67
Lane 2 30.24 34.43 20.44 14.89
Lane 3 20.76 29.24 29.24 20.76
~OUtb~ (4 ~ IY ~7777T ~L~5~
Lane l 42.93 27.39 16.28 13.40
Lane 2 34.61 27.42 20.78 17.19
Lane 3 24.28 25".72 25.72 24.28
43.29
32.03
23.04
38.93
36.80
25.73
29.85
30.73
26.96
24.72
27.15
24.27
14.96
21.40
26.96
16.82
19.00
24.27
11.90
15.84
23.04
19.53
17.05
25.73
Table 8 Distribution Factors for Section L
Type of Exterior Interior
Loading Position Loading Girder Girder
b )[a North ...l(, Crawl 1.178 1.036a L ~
..,outh~ I0; L A Crawl 1.137 0.960
I"'; ~NQrtb ....
a 0 Static 1.232 0.991L h
I IiQU:dNcrtl:i...00 Static 1.317 0.98'9~ ~' A
I dCd~() Static 1.495 0.9670 LI~~
I QNorth,0
a
l( ~
Static 1.388 1.043~ ~' 77
~OJ1tl:iQ IY, () Static 1.252 0.922
o ~L 6
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Table 9 Distribution Factors for Section M
Loading Position Type of Exterior InteriorLoading Girder Girder
I() ·~,9 l'{ortl:t..a L M N A Crawl 1.123 1.057
I() l(RNort~
0 II ·1 Crawl 1.136 1.068L M N
~outhc!i IQ I0 6 CrawlLM N 1.222 0.937
W)JII
~Qutb I
a
(I)
l-M N h
Crawl 1.078 1.059
4Q I I C) ~Ya L~ ~51 6 Static 1.194 0.999
_OlltbQ Iy ~~ , I Static 1.211 1.0560 LM N A
7~)J 41jL~5~ ~ Static 1.238 0.983
Wi I() ~WJM h Static 1.249 0.98210'
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Table 10 Distribution Factors for Section N
Loading Position Type of Exterior InteriorLoading Girder Girder
I i)[dNorth~()
a Crawl 1.109 1.080L M N 6
, ~Nort~0 II Crawl 1.130 1.110a LM N
~outhQ)J J@ ~ Crawl 1.077 1.082U Ii
~outhQt I
)J II (I) Crawl 1.112 1.089o L M N :6
~ulliQy II (): Static 1.137 1.0590 L~ ~51 6
~!ltbQ I? ~I) I Static 1.183 1.0250 L M N 21
n~Y J~5~ Static 1.202 0.9636
Qp I() ~ Static 1.127 0.879~M ~10'
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Table 11 Comparison of Northbound Crawl-Run Distribution Factors
at Different Sections
Truck Drive
Wheel Position
Exterior
Girder
Interior
Girder
At Section L Section L 1.178 1. -036 -8or 8.48
At Section N -Section M 1.109 1.080 S8.l3
At Se-ction N Section N 1.130 1.110 S7.91
Present PDH 1.050 1.597 Sdesign value 5.5
Table l2 Moment Coefficients at Section L for Crawl-Run Loading
Units for moment coefficients are lO-6 ft-in2
A
GIRDER
B c D
Modulus of
Elasticity
-6(10 psi)
A
GIRDER
B c D
Modulus of
Elasticity
-6(10 psi)
I
OJ
o
I
O·
T.M.* = 828,130 (lb-ft)
;llt-b 5JF I~ 0
L ~
T.M.* = 770,584 (lb-ft)
Lane 1
Lane 2
Lane 3
49,512
37,997
23,373
34,970
35,776
31,900
16,982
24,036
31,900
11,539
17,410
23,373
7.32
7.18
7.49
41,717
34,922
24,304
27,718
35,987
30,429
14,578
20,770
30,429
14,570
16,206
24,304
7.82
7.14
7.04
~ T.M. = Theoretical Total Moment
Table l3 Moment Coefficients at Section L for Static Loading
Units for moment coefficients are lO-6 ft-in2
A
G-IRDER
B c D
Modulus of
Elasticity
-6(10 psi)
A
GIRDER
B c D
Modulus of
Elasticity
-6(10 psi)
I
m
I---J
I I LQIa North.oa . ~
L
T.M.* = 828,130 (lb-ft)
l~() I( NOI't-h •
a -:11..-5' 6
T.M.* = 786,080 (lb-ft)
Lane 1
Lane 2
Lane 3
53,334
32,032
20,312
34,977
34,124
30,520
16,270
20,468
30,520
12,925
16,753
20,312
7.05
8.01
8.15
45,954
28,840
22,180
29,694
27,124
26,558
16,266
20,288
26,558
12,414
21,284
22,180
7.53
8.06
8.06
Table 13 (continued) Moment Coefficients at Section L for Static Loading
Units for moment eoefficients are 10- 6 ft-in2
A
GIRDER
B c D
Modulus of
Elasticity
-6(10 psi)
A
GIRDER
B c D
Modulus of
Elasticity
-6(10 psi)
I
m
f')
I T.M.* = 740,410 (1b-ft)
I ~Nort~10_
a ll.-,7777 ·/' / / / / /
T.M.* = 494,080 (1b-ft)
Lane 1
Lane 2
Lane 3
47,004
24,665
14,307
26,599
24,243
24,337
16,537
21,640
24,337
10,896
27,725
14,307
~
7.33
7.53
9.58
26,888
17,297
13,114
18,873
15,827
14,018
8,284
11,650
14,018
4,485
13,718
13,114
8.44
8.45
9.11
ToM.* = 763,920 (1b-ft)
Lane 1
Lane 2
Lane 3
23,276
32,426
21,663
15,559
16,648
12,959
14,030
19,103
12,959
15,691
13,442
21,663
11.14
9.36
11.03
* T.M. = Theoretical Total Moment
Table 14 Moment Coefficients at Section M for Crawl-Run ·Loading
Units for -moment coefficients are 10-6 ft-in2
Modulus of Modulus of
GIRDER Elasticity GIRDER Elasticity
-6 -6(10 psi) (10 psi)
A B C D A B C D
r ~NQrtb..() [
a L M N h
b " lQIDl North..
a L M N
T.M.* = 800,153 (lb-ft) T.M.* = 684,192 (lb-ft)Im
tN
I
Lane 1
Lane 2
Lane 3
47,335
32,638
20,937
34,838
38,296
29,364
16,214
23,242
29,364
12,514
14,811
20,937
7.22
7.36
7.47
38,669
29,349
19,389
28,023
29,215
25,513
14,978
21,624
25,513
10,537
14,144
19,389
7.43
7.27
7.62
~outh ~. I)OJ ~ )(I I j,
L M N
T.M.* = 748,610 (lb-ft) T.M.* = 723,929 (lb-ft)
Lane 1
Lane 2
Lane 3
49,338
36,228
23,449
29,451
35,.210
28,008
14,571
20,408
28,008
12,250
15,542
23,449
7.10
6.97
7.29
36,890
29,171
21,842
29,244
29,355
25,834
16,117
20,660
25,834
13,128
14,374
21,842
7.63
7.75
7.63
* T.M. = Theoretical Total Moment
_ ~~ .•• &.~ _ .~~. _. ~_ ... &. ~.~. ~ ....._._.~ -..... r _.h'.~_._~ .._.""'.""" ~_ ..._~~~ __ .~
Table lS Moment Coefficients at Section M for Static Loading
Units for moment coefficients are lO-6 ft-in2
Modulus of Modulus of
GIRDER Elasticity GIRDER Elasticity
-6 -6(10 psi) (10 psi)
Pi B C D A B C D
T.M.* = 604,824 (lb-ft)
T.M.* = 736,916 (lb-ft)
~uth ~ Ip (
777 ott I J'
bJ5 I~uth~ IIC)i h
o L~ C-5'
~outh bJt IY ~) h0 ~~NL 10'
T.M.* = 742,995 (lb-ft)
6.84 51,270 35,795 14,567 11,839 6.55
6.90 31,991 38,046 23,504 16,970 6.72
6.96 26,446 30,395 30,395 26,446 6.54
~u~ I()~M ~ ~10'
T.M o* = 477,081 (lb-ft)
6.97 30,613 18,315 10,793 10,037 6.84
7.08 23,099 17,301 15,741 12,820 6.92
7.03 17,242 15,977 15,977 17,242 7.18
10,583
14,692
21,186
12,665
17,269
25,169
12,840
17,830
21,837
16,360
21,754
27,751
24,538
25,297
21,837
31,846
32,213
27,751
38,793
27,644
21,186
46,881
35,546
25,169
Lane 1
Lane 2
Lane 3
Lane 1
Lane 2
Lane 3
J
en
~
J
* ToM. = Theoretical Total Moment
Table 16 Moment Coefficients at Section N for Crawl-Run Loading
. f ff· . 10- 6 f · 2Unlts or. moment cae lClents are t-ln
A
GIRDER
B c D
Modulus of
Elasticity
-6(10 psi)
A
GIRDER
B c D
Modulus of
Elasticity
-6(10 psi)
T.M.* = 631,154 (lb-ft)
T.M.* = 644,245 (lb-ft)
5 II ~Nortb •
a L M N
I
0
Pu;dNorth __
a L M N :6-
I T.M.* = 546,100 (lb-ft)(J)
U1
I Lane 1 30,534 23,526 11,524 7,601 7.55
Lane 2 23,138 26,538 16,764 10,495 7.10
Lane 3 14,694 21,601 21,601 14,694 7.51
~outhQ ~,) I)J I h0 LM N
T.Mo* = 468,325 (lb-ft)
Lane 1 25,532 19,857 9,859 7,155 7.51
Lane 2 19,576 21,071 13,942 8,147 7.48
Lane 3 13,648 19,033 19,033 13,648 7.18
* T.Mo = Theoretical Total Moment
40,441
24,505
14,978
39,062
24,284
15,327
31,188
37,168
30,011
29,913
35,979
30,726
11,196
18,755
30,011
10,102
18,608
30,726
D.
6,783
10,322
14,978
9,828
10,476
15,327
7.03
6.94
7.00
7.25
7.21
7.01
Table 17 Moment Coefficients at Section N for Static Loading
Units for moment coefficients are lO~6 ft-in2
A
GIRDER
B c D
Modulus of
Elasticity
-6(10 psi)
A
GIRDER
B c D
Modulus of
Elasticity
-6(10 psi)
.South~ Iy ()
a ~ IM1 iN II
-I 1:-5'
J?outh Q I)J ~)
o ~I~ .IN ~10'
T.M.* = 554,540 (lb-ft) T.M.* = 464,835 (lb-ft),
0)
m
I Lane 1
Lane 2
Lane 3
31,490
23,604
15,859
24,257
26,877
22,328
10,882
15,952
22,328
7,960
11,624
15,859
7.43
7.10
7.26
27,665
20,466
14,221
19,071
19,638
16,636
9,562
13,677
16,636
7,607
10,124
14,221
7.27
7.27
7.53
_South~ ( I
777T )J ~tlM ~ A~51
T.M.* = 378,392 (lb-ft)
~out~ I)J ()
; ~ 1M ~ II
10'
ToM.* = 298,473 (lb-ft)
Lane 1
Lane 2
Lane 3
22,212
18,239
12,662
14,175
14,455
13,408
8,424
10,954
13,408
6,932
9,059
12,662
7.31
7.18
7.26
16,578
16,213
10,794
10,527
11,962
10,181
7,162
8,374
10,181
8,314
7,514
10,794
7.01
6.72
7.11
* T.N. = Theoretical .Total Moment
Table 18 Moment Coefficients at Section L
Two Trucks Superimposed
Units are '10- 6 ft-in2
Loading Position Type ofLoading
Exterior
Girder
Interior
Girder
a
J......,. -TINorth ..o ~
L 6.
Crawl 66,922 59,006
Crawl 59,990 51,920
55,44570,122Staticb.
L
1--,__--T""7"'Ir-: tlQ~tb.
o l(1~a
I0 liM NorthA Static 67,238 49,982a ~ ~5'
I wNorth ...() I ~ z::. Static 74,729 48,239a L~
I ;g;a North
,0 l( .... Static 40,447 30,2770 ~ ~51 ?)
bJbJ l I..,[:>outh () ~ Static 48,117 34,6620 ~L
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Table 19 Moment Coefficients at Section M
Two Trucks Superimposed
Units are lO-6 ft-in2
Loading Position Type ofLoading
Exterior
Girder
Interior
Girder
J() ~,fCd North ... Crawl 62,146 58,080
0 L M N 6
IC) II ~NQrtb ... Crawl 52,813 49,647
0 L M N
~outh~ II~) I Crawl 64,880 49,8590 LM N h
,Jouth W I)J II Q Crawl 51,264 49,904
a LM N h
Q II ():....south Static 64,150 53,600
0 L~ ~51 A
South cd I
'(I ).. )J I Zi Static 68,240 59,2990 L M N
cTJ I(~ Static 53,485 42,368"7T7T )~ 6-~51
bii)J I() -II ~ A Static 43,433 34,056~M10'
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Table 20 Moment Coefficients at Section N
Two Trucks Superimposed
-6 2Units are 10 ft-in
a
a
Loading Position
I ~N.orth .....
---()-W=+1
L M N Zl
Type of
Loading
Crawl
Crawl
Exterior
Girder
4l,029
50,763
Interior
Girder
40,290
49,943
~Quth rSl r I~Q=i~""",--Y_~O'------+I__
·0 L~ N ~ Crawl 33,679 33,799
...South
a L M N
Crawl 49,538 48,52l
Static
Static
43,114
37,789
40,209
32,748
Static 31,271 25,129
Static
-69-
24,527 19,124
Table 21 Comparison of Maximum Moment Coefficients
Superimposed Crawl Runs
Units are 10- 6 ft-in2
a
a
r acqNorth~
011
M
N
M
N
62,146
4l,029
52,8l3
50,763
58,080
40,290
49,647
49,943
...South0~--I
a ~M ~.(J Do
..south rlI rr-----~I~ ~I) I
o L M N
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L
M
N
M
N
59,990
64,880
33,679
5l,920
49,859
33,799
49,904
48,521
Table 22 Comparison of Design and Experimental Exterior Girder Moments
Table 23 Comparison of Design and Experimental Interior Girder Moments
Design* Experimental ExperimentalLoading Pbsition Section- Moment Moment Designkip-ft kip-ft
-I() ~NOrth~ L 66l,262 428,559 0.6480
-[ M N h
I ~North ...0 M 638,922 422,591 0.661N 436,061 296,645 0.6800 L M N h
I ~Nortlj..I
-.....J M 546,327 365,417 0.669
f\.) ()
I 0 ~ 1M N N 503,976 349,411 0.693
~~-:;uth () II L 615,311 344,284 0.500
L M N h
_South Q I M 597,765 351,346 0.588K;5Y , ~ N 373,958 253,412 0.6780 L M N
~outh Q I M 578,057 383,247 0.663
Yll Q h N 514,430 351,033 0.682o L M N
-of: S-ee Section 4.4
Table 24 Maximum Experimental Strains on Bottom Surfaces of Girders
Units are lO-6 in/in
Truck Location GIRDER
A B C D
Left Right Left Right
Section 1
Lane 1 38.9 42.0 34.8 30.9 19.1 13.9
I
-......J Lane 2 31.4 30.1 34.0 34.2 21.3 15.2LN
I
Lane 3 23.2 19.5 29.5 32.2 29.3 22.8
Lane 4 17.9 15.0 23.6 23.7 34.0 31.8
Lane 5 11.7 9.2 18.9 15.8 31.3 41.1
Section M
Lane 1 42.9 44.0 36.8 30.9 16.3 11.0
Lane 2 32.3 30.0 38.2 38.2 18.5 15.2
Lane 3 22.6 19.2 29.4 33.5 32.7 21.0
Lane 4 16.0 14.5 23.8 23.3 35.3 29.4
Lane 5 12.0 9.5 18.4 15.5 39.8 38.7
Table 25 Maximum Superimposed Strains on Bottom Surfaces of Girders
U . lO-6 . /.nlts are ln~ln
Truck Location GIRDER
A B C D
Left Right Left Right
Section L
I 56.8 57.0 58.4 54.6
.......,j Lanes 1 and 4 53.1 45.7~
I 56.9 56.4
Lanes 2 and 5 43.1 39.3 52.9 50.0 52.6 56.3
41.2 51.4
Section M
Lanes 1 and 4 58.9 58.5 60.6 54.2 51.6 40.4
58.7 57.4
Lanes 2 and 5 44.3 39.5 56.4 53.7 48.3 53.9
41.9 55.0
Table 26 Girder Deflections and Rotations at Section L
Deflections (inches) Rotations* (radians)
GIRDER GIRDER
A B C D A B
I LQIJd NOI'tiJ -.0
0
-L - :6-
Lane 1 0.0893 0.0792 0.- 0562 0.03DS. +0.000052 -0.000393
I Lane 2 0.0683 0.0801 0.0590 0.0325 +0.000054 -0.000058
'-J Lane 3 0.0514 0.0761 0.0798 0.0508 +0.000156 +0.000134l!1
I Lane 4 /0.0369 0.0600 0.0839 0.0680 +0.000097 +0.000190
Lane 5 0.0271 0.0478 0.0807 0.0904 +0.000106 +0.000193
;outh bJEy 0 I~L
Lane 1 0.0812 0.0724 0.0681 0.0228 +0.000009 -0.000324
Lane 2 0.0609 0.0756 0.0893 0.0330 +0.000098 -0.000078
Lane 3 0.0425 0.0689 0.1243 0.0444 +0.000173 +O.OOOlO6
Lane 4 0.0288 0.0533 0.1134 0.0585 +0.000145 +0.000190
Lane 5 0.0210 0.0415 0.1087 0.0831 +0.000100 +0.000190
* Positive rotation is clockwise (See Fig. 2)
Table 27 Girder Deflections and Rotatio-ns at Section N
Deflections (inches) Rotations* (radians)
GIRDER GIRDER
A B C D A B
5 ~NQrtb ..
0 I IL M N
I Lane 1 0.06710 0.05828 0.03098 0.01627 -0.000096 -0.000203
'-J
OJ Lane 2 0.04910 0.06291 0.04213 0.02384 +0.000082 -0.000072I
Lane 3 0.03404 0.05663 0.05512 0.03386 +0.000061 +0.000111
Lane 4 0.02314 0.04351 0.06137 0.05025 +0.000066 +0.000149
Lane 5 0.01686 0.01921 0.05560 0.06900 +0.000059 +0.000117
bJ5 I--South
0 I I QL M N ~
Lane 1 0.07036 0.06069 0.03323 0.01644 -0.000089 -0.000210
Lane 2 0.05246 0.06655 0.04542 0.02576 +0.000-092 -0.000059
Lane 3 0.03566 0.05849 0.05669 0.03733 +O.OOOl07 +0.000145
Lane 4 0.02309 0.04207 0.06341 0.05256 +0.000074 +0.000139
Lane 5 0.01759 O.O34l5 0.05828 0.07212 +0.000080 +0.000152
~': Positiv-e rotation is clockwise (S-ee Fig. 2)
Table 28 Transformed Effective Slab Widths at Section L
(All values in inches)
GIRDER GIRDER
A B A B
I
-...J
-...J
I
LaCd NQ~tb ..
o L
~Qlltb bJt I1)1 ()
L L1
Lane 1 95.69 82.39 95.69 72.64
Lane 2 95.69 74.09 95.69 91.29
Lane 3 86.83 86.28 83.34 85.57
Lane 4 58.95 60.14 68.16 61.44
Lane 5 47.03 42.82 SO.Ol 44.75
Table 29 Transformed Effective Slab Widths at Section M
(All values in inches)
GIRDER GIRDER
A B A B
I \d£;d North~
o ~
a L M N
5 ~NQrtb"
a I I
L M N
I
-...J
co
I
Lane 1
Lane 2
Lane 3
Lane 4
Lane 5
84.74
70.43
70.40
62.06
63.68
82.16
107.47
87.97
69.24
47.15
79.17
61.03
65.34
58.42
58.02
75.11
82.52
70.68
61.05
50.95
"outb_~ IO.----~-~LF+2 ~ h .-I
South~ I
o II Q h
L M N
Lane 1 95.69 74.69
Lane 2 95.69 78.13
Lane 3 95.69 66.45
Lane 4 78.67 52.26
Lane 5' 60.62 39.91
95.69
95.69
95.69
78.67
60.62
72.45
76.59
68.53
53.46
47.01
Table 30 Transformed Effective Slab Widths at Section N
(All values in inches)
GIRDER GIRDER
A B A B
I iQgNorth_o
U L M N ~
i ~tlOrth_o II
o L M N
I
~
ill
I
Lane 1
Lane 2
Lane 3
Lane 4
Lane 5
92.30
91.57
67.37
66.16
53.63
95.01
78.68
76.26
57.66
40.69
95.69
90.24
56.26
59.02
65.28
79.45
97.34
55.62
55.11
42.34
...south 5JG I0,o LIM ...~ ..._.~ -..South Q6J Io [1M C? ----z:::.
Lane 1
Lane 2
Lane 3
Lane 4
Lane 5
84.36
85.74
74.51
38.12
60.21
81.19
63.20
65.34
56.60
48.51
95.69
79.75
66.46
58.83
58.83
73.72
71.03
81.97
60.77
56.64
Table 31 Diaphragm Strains (10-6 in/in)
51413121II
~
Lane[S ~, ----
D:~ ~~D -5 0 0
-6
I GAGE GAGE
CD
0
I 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6
Qt~r ~ North ... ...:utb () I() l(
0 L ~ L ~
Lane 1 3.85 32.33 1.42 32.13 3.42 10.14 2.63 29.74 1.29 32.78 3.07 3.39
Lane 2 4.23 16.87 2.95 44.25 4.37 19.93 4.09 23.91 3.42 49.00 4.80 12.81
Lane 3 1.95 -5.39 1.02 19.37 3.03 20.96 2.34 -3.50 3.20 21.14 4.22 13.18
Lane 4 0.99 -15.37 -0.48 -0.66 3.01 12.66 1.17 -19.00 -3.64 -3.45 2.69 - 7.91
~ane 5 1.75 -19.99 -0.15 -8.87 0.72 -1.86 0.58 -19.05 -- -5.00 0.58 -3.77
Lane 1 & 4 4.84 16.96 0.94 31.47 6.43 22.80 3.80 10.74 -2.35 29.33 5.76 11.30
Lane 2 & 5 5.98 -3.12 2.80 35.38 5.09 18.07 4.67 4.86 3.42 44.00 5.38 9.04
Note: Negative values indicate compressive strains
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Fig. 3 Underside of Bridge
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Fig. 9 Distribution Coefficients at Section L
Northbound Crawl-Run Loading
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Fig. lO Distribution Coefficients at Section M
Northbound Crawl-Run Loading
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Fig. II Distribution Coefficients at Section N
Northbound Crawl-Run Loading
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Fig. l2 Comparison of Distribution Coefficients
Single Northbound Test Vehicle - Lane l
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Fig. 13 Comparison of Distribution Coefficients
Single Northbound Test Vehicle - Lane 2
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Fig. l4 Comparison of Distribution Coefficients
Single Northbound Test Vehicle - Lane 3
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Fig. lS Comparison of Distribution Coefficients
Two Northbound Test Vehicles - Lanes land 4
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Fig. l6 Distribution Coefficients at Section L
Southbound Crawl-Run Loading
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Fig. 17 Distribution Coefficients at Section M
Southbound Crawl-Run Loading
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Fig. l8 Distribution Coefficients at Section N
Southbound Crawl-Run Loading
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Fig. 19 Comparison of Distribution Coefficients
Single Southbound Test Vehicle - Lane 1
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Fig. 20 Comparison of Distribution Coefficients
Single S9uthbound Test Vehicle - Lane 2
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Fig. 21 Comparison of Distribution Coefficients
Single Southbound Test Vehicle - Lane 3
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Fig. 22 Comparison of Distribution Coefficients
Two Southbound Test Vehicles - Lanes land 4
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